We show any power of 5 may be expressed arithmetically with the digits of its decimal representation. We also show powers of 5 (in decimal) contain any amount of zeros in a row.
1 The Condensing Game "... the soul passes out of hypotheses, and goes up to a principle which is above hypotheses, making no use of images as in the former case, but proceeding only in and through the ideas themselves." -Plato, The Republic, Book VI "... the Romance of Mathematics has dissolved before our eyes."
-Lakoff & Núñez, Where Mathematics Comes From
It is often great fun determining whether some value can be created arithmetically from some given list of numbers. For instance, can we make 30 from four 4's? Spoiler, yes:
(4 + 4 4 )! 4 = 5! 4 = 5 · 3 · 2 · 1 = 30.
Can you solve 31?
We are going to use the verb condensing to mean playing this game of arithmetic rearrangement. So in the previous example we would say four 4's have been condensed into 30. The verb nicely communicates the feeling of boiling down a soup of many numbers into a single result.
A lot of people have analyzed the Condensing Game for four 4's so we will trek a different trail 1 . We are interested in numbers condensed from their own digits such as 25 = 5 2 or 2187 = (2 + 1 8 ) 7 . Numbers for which this is possible we call selfcondensable 2 . And to be clear, when we talk about a number's own digits, we mean the digits of its decimal representation (as opposed to binary or hexadecimal). An analysis of selfcondensabilty in other bases would be a wonderful excursion to meander down but we won't take that trail here.
Selfcondensable numbers are very rare for small numbers (say numbers 7 digits or less). Perfect powers are usually exceptions to this observation but some families of powers don't become selfcondensable until very large. For example, 10 n doesn't seem to become selfcondensable until 10 11 = 100000000000 = ((1 + 0!)((0! + 0! + 0!)! − 0!)) (0!+0!+0!)!(0!+0!)−0! .
Remember that 0! = 1 for some reason 3 .
And now we reach a bend from which our summit can be seen. Surprisingly, the powers of five all seem to be selfcondensable: 25 = 5 2 , 125 = 5 1+2 , 625 = 5 6−2 , 3125 = 5 3·1+2 , ...
Condensing 5 n seems to get easier as n gets bigger. Maybe it goes on forever? But we want a proof that all powers of five -all infinitely many of them -are selfcondensable. We will create such a proof in sections 5, 6, and 7. We must also play a bit with language in section 3.
Before closing the introduction, there is another trail we won't be taking but which deserves mention. Some numbers can be condensed into the same value in different ways. Try condensing 2, 3, and 5 for a minute or so seeing what values one can create. Find 13? There are a few routes to it: 2 3 + 5 = 3 · 5 − 2 = 2 · 5 + 3 = 13.
It would be interesting to determine which target values have the most distinct condensings (not counting the order of addition or multiplication or things of that kind as distinct). Are there any 3 numbers which can be condensed into a single target value in 4 or more distinct ways? Or is 13 a record-holder for 3 starting values? 2 Da Rules "True life knows and rules itself " -George MacDonald, Unspoken Sermons
We should probably nail down what exactly is allowed in the Condensing Game before going any further. We will use six rules. The Condensing Game is usually played with more rules than these (logarithms, square roots, concatenation, decimals, ...). For example, condensing five 3's into 37 has two solutions using concatenation 4 , 37 = 33 + 3 + 3 3 = 333 3 · 3 , and a third with decimals,
There is a solution with only our six rules (in fact, it uses only five). Can you find it? Is there a solution with just four of our rules? The Condensing game is usually too easy -and therefore boring -with a lot of rules. For example, can you condense 100 from six identical digits? If we have concatenation, this is easy since 777 − 77 7 = 100 holds true for any digit 5 (not just 7). There is an easy solution if we have decimals as well,
But what about our rules? Now the problem is interesting since (2 + 2 + 2 + 2 + 2) 2 = 4! · 4 + 4 + 4 − 4 4 = 5! − 5 · (5 − (5 − 5)! 5 ) = 7 · (7 + 7) + 7 + 7 7 = 9 · 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 9 = 100 appear the only solutions. Is there a solution for 1, 3, 6, or 8? There is another case in which the game is too easy 6 . With just square roots, logarithms, and division we can condense any value from four 4's: 
The six rules above are chosen because they strong enough to get the job done but not too strong that the game becomes boring. In fact, they may make things too easy. In Section 8 we will try to do without rules #5 and #6.
3 Using "Multiset" in a Sentence "You see, this quadrinomial has been improperly factored. He forgot to double cube root the bottom partial nominator." -Betty Grof, Adventure Time A large vocabulary -like all good things -can be misused. Familiarity with a lot of words lets one speak clearly but can also hatch into that horrible dragon: Jargon. To continue our conversation about condensability we should add a word to our mathematical vocabulary. And we do so with trembling in fear do not understand what we say.
The word multiset is roughly self-explanatory. It means a set of numbers where each element can appear multiple times instead of just once or none at all. For example, {7, 2, 6} is a set but {2, 6, 2, 7, 7, 2} is a multiset. We say that 2 has a multiplicity of 3 in this particular multiset since it appears 3 times.
We should know also how to add and subtract multisets. Here is an example of each:
{7, 6, 2} + {3, 7, 7, 2} = {2, 2, 3, 6, 7, 7, 7}
{2, 6, 2, 7, 7, 2} − {7, 6, 2} = {2, 2, 7}
In English, adding or subtracting multisets means adding or subtracting the multiplicities of their elements. These examples are something like how one might use mutlisets in a sentence. We should note when subtracting, one might create negative multiplicities. We simply leave such an oddity undefined and avoid it entirely (like dividing by zero).
Lastly, for a multiset S, we will use the symbol "[S]" to mean the set of elements of S. For example, if S = {2, 2, 3, 6, 7, 7, 7} then [S] = {2, 3, 6, 7}.
Made-up Words
"A sovereign shame so elbows him" -Shakespeare, King Lear "Shmow-zow! " -Finn Mertens, Adventure Time It is not always enough to add existing words to one's vocabulary since when a totally new concept is to be communicated, there is no language at first to describe it. So for any significantly novel idea one must create language. This is done in one or both of two ways. 1) Entirely new words are invented. Shakespeare, for example, is considered to have invented the word "elbow". And remember every word was at some point spoken for the first time. Or 2) we can give special meanings to existing words.
This second case is exactly what we experienced in high school math with the words "divisor" and "imaginary". Similarly, In group theory (a particular branch of math), the words "orbit" and "generator" are of this sort. Interestingly, there are some words which gain a special mathematical meaning which outlives the word's original conversational meaning. That is what happened with "matrix". The word originally meant a place of development or origin. It came from the French matrice meaning a pregnant animal (for example one 19th century author calls the human mind a "thought matrix" 7 ). The same is true of the word "quaternion" 8 . It appears surprisingly common for the conversational meaning of a word to die out while the mathematical meaning survives.
The language of mathematicians is a strange blend of English, symbols, made-up words, and code-words of special meaning ("Mathlish" is a good name for the language). But our job here is not philology. We had better return to our present trail. In the first section we gave special meaning to the word "condensing". Here we will make up "words" entirely. Or -to be very technically accurate -we are making up mathematical graphemes.
Given a multiset S, we will use the symbol "V (S)" to mean all the values which can be condensed from S. For example:
V ({2, 5}) = {2 + 5, 2 − 5, 5 − 2, 2 · 5, 2 5 , 5 2 , 2 5 , 5 2 , 5!, (2 + 5)!, ...} = {7, −3, 3, 10, 0.4, 2.5, 32, 25, 120, 5040, ...}
If any reader craves a rigorous definition we will satiate them with: "V (S) is the smallest set such that
2. If |S| ≥ 2 then for all multisets A and B such that
So the sentence "237 is not selfcondensable" we can now translate equivalently as "237 ∈ V ({2, 3, 7})".
Next we will give meaning to the grapheme "E k ". It will refer to all numbers which can be condensed from any k decimal digits. Translated into an equation, this becomes
where D = {0, 1, 2, ..., 9} is simply the set of decimal digits. For example, we will find out later that any 5 decimal digits can be condensed into the number 2. This fact can be stated concisely with "2 ∈ E 5 ".
We should note an important fact about E k .
Lemma 4.1. E k ⊆ E k+1 for k ≥ 1. Or in English, if a number can be condensed from any k decimal digits, we can be sure it is also condensable from any k + 1 decimal digits.
Proof. Suppose n can be condensed from any k decimal digits. We must show that given any multiset S of k + 1 such digits, we can still condense n therefrom. But this is easy! Simply pick two entries in S, say a and b. If they are not equal suppose a is the larger (i.e. a ≥ b). We simply subtract b from a making a new multiset, S ′ = S − {a, b} + {a − b}, having k elements with the property that V (S ′ ) ⊆ V (S). But we know from our assumption that n ∈ V (S ′ ).
Lastly, we define "δ(n)" to be the smallest number of digits such that we are assured n is condensable therefrom. Rigorously
It will also be useful here to give a formula for the number of digits in an integer's decimal expansion:
Lemma 4.2. A whole number n has ⌊log 10 n⌋ + 1 digits in its decimal representation.
Proof. Remember "⌊ ⌋" is Mathlish for "round down". Say n has k digits. Then k is the largest integer such that n ≥ 10 k−1 . By taking logarithms we see log 10 n ≥= log 10 (10 k−1 ) = k − 1 and since k is the largest integer with this property, we are assured that the "≥" will become an "=" if we round down log 10 n. In other words,
Or equivalently, k = ⌊log 10 n⌋ + 1.
This is all to say if δ(n) ≤ ⌊log 10 n⌋ + 1 then n must be selfcondensable.
Crimps
"Crimp: a hold which is only just big enough to be grasped with the tips of the fingers."
-Glossary of Climbing Terms, Wikipedia
We have now a view of the summit and some good tools. It is time to climb. We first mark out some grab-holds -or "lemmas" as they are called. To make things go faster, we will assume that the digits we work with are non-zero. If any zeros are encountered in the wild, they can simply be made non-zero by factorial since 0! = 1. = (2 · 4 − 7) 9 = (2 · 5 − 9) 7 = (9 − 3 − 5) 7 = 1. We could have proved Lemma 5.1 with 5.2 if we wanted. But the author chose not to simply because the resulting proof "felt uglier" than given 5.1 a standalone proof.
Proof. Suppose S a multiset with 5 elements. If S contains 0, 1, 2, or 3 we are done since, by the previous lemma, we can condense the other 4 elements into 1 and observe in each case 0! + 1 = 2, 1 + 1 = 2, 2 · 1 = 2, and 3 − 1 = 2.
Next if any two elements in S are equal, say a = b, we may show 2 ∈ V (S). If the remaining 3 elements can be condensed into 1 we are done since a b + 1 = 2. If not, they must be one of {4, 6, 8}, {4, 7, 9}, or {5, 7, 9} by the previous lemma. But in these cases we condense
The same trick can be pulled if a − b = 1. That leaves the case in which we have 5 elements ≥ 4 all at least 2 apart. But this is impossible! The fact that 0, 1, 2, 3 ∈ S tells us max S − min S ≤ 5 whereas having all elements 2 apart tells us max S − min S ≥ 8, a contradiction. So it turns out we are done.
Lemma 5.4. δ(3), δ(6) ≤ 6.
Proof. We only need prove the lemma for δ(3) since 6 = 3!. Similarly to the previous lemma, note that if S contains any of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 we are done. The other 5 elements can be condensed into 1 or 2 by the previous lemmas. In each case we have Proof. Suppose |S| = 7. If S contains any of 0, 1, ..., 8 then 4, 5 ∈ V (S) since we may condense the other 6 elements into 1, 2, 3, or 6 creating
That leaves us the case S = {9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9, 9} in which case we condense 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 9 + 9 − 9 = 4 and 9 · 9 − 9 − 9 − 9 − 9 9 = 5.
We should package up these lemmas into a single table.
n 1 2 3 4 5 6 δ(n) ≤ 4 5 6 7 7 6 6 Belaying "while it had established a rule and order, the chief aim of that order was to give room for good things to run wild." -G.K. Chesterton, Orthodoxy "Belay: something (such as a projection of rock) to which a person or rope is anchored."
-Merriam-Webster It would be easy to go on making lemmas for δ(7), δ(8), δ(9), ... and so on. But this is tedious and we have infinitely many numbers to go! Instead we make a single lemma that lets us easily lock down a bound for any δ(n). The bound won't be the best possible but it will get us up the mountain.
Proof. The symbols above become self-explanatory when we take a particular example. For example, we can condense the number 6 from any six digits and the number 5 from any seven digits. That means we can condense 11 or 30 from any thirteen digits. For 30, condense a 5 from seven of the thirteen digits. Use the remaining six digits to condense the number 6. Then simply multiply 5 ·6 = 30. In short, we say δ(11) = δ(5 + 6) ≤ δ(5)+ δ(6) = 7 + 6 = 13.
In general, if we can condense a from any k digits and b from any m digits, then we can condense a + b and ab from k + m digits.
Sometimes there are multiple ways to apply the lemma, δ(8) = δ(2 · 4) ≤ δ(2) + δ(4) = 5 + 7 = 12 δ(8) = δ(2 + 6) ≤ δ(2) + δ(6) = 5 + 6 = 11, in which case we take the best result: δ(8) ≤ 11.
We can now make a much larger table of δ(n) inching our way up: This still isn't enough. To reach the summit, we need a bound for every δ(n). And we can create one! But to do so first requires an introduction to base-6 numbers.
When we write number "1729" we use a sort of short hand for saying 1729 = 1000 · 1 + 100 · 7 + 10 · 2 + 9 = 10 3 · 1 + 10 2 · 7 + 10 1 · 2 + 9
But of course, this can be done with any number besides 10 as our base. When we use 6 as the base we get 1729 = 6 4 · 1 + 6 3 · 2 + 6 2 · 0 + 6 1 · 0 + 1 = 1296 · 1 + 216 · 2 + 1
Mathematicians sometimes like to write this as "1729 = 12001| 6 ". Now we can go on to Theorem 6.2. δ(n) ≤ 13 log 6 n + 7
Proof. Suppose a k ...a 0 | 6 is the base-6 representation of n. Or in other words, suppose n = a 0 + 6(a 1 + 6(a 2 + 6(a 3 + ...))). Since this expression is just a bunch of additions and multiplications, we can pull it apart with the previous lemma and get δ(n) ≤ kδ(6) + δ(a 0 ) + ... + δ(a k ).
We know already that δ(6) ≤ 6 and since each a i must be one of 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 we can conclude δ(a i ) ≤ 7. That gives us δ(n) ≤ 6k + (k + 1)7 = 13k + 7.
And since n has ⌊log 6 n⌋ + 1 = k + 1 digits in its base-6 representation, we know k = ⌊log 6 n⌋ ≤ log 6 n. So finally by substitution δ(n) ≤ 13 log 6 n + 7 This is the bound we've been looking for! It is a rope taking us within arm's reach of the summit.
Powers of Five
"Wanna see me run to that mountain and back?..."
-Spongebob (as The Quickster )
We should start with Lemma 7.1. The last decimal digit of every power of 5 is 5.
Proof. There are a few ways to do this. One method is to find a way of writing 5 n as 10k + 5 for some integer k. The following will do: 5 n = 10 · 5 n−1 − 1 2 + 5.
Note that since powers of five are always odd, we are assured that 5 n−1 − 1 is even and therefore that 5 n−1 −1 2 is a whole number.
The lemma guarantees that 5 n always has a 5 in its decimal representation. That makes selfcondensing it much easier since we can take that last 5 and use it as the base in "5 n ". Then we are free to condense the remaining digits into n.
Lemma 7.2. 5 n is selfcondensable for n ≥ 53.
Proof. The number 5 n yields ⌊log 10 5 n ⌋ + 1 decimal digits (which we know by Lemma 4.2). One such digit will be a 5. Therefore 5 n is selfcondensable if the remaining ⌊log 10 5 n ⌋ digits can be condensed into n. But by Theorem 6.2, we know that n can always be condensed from at most 13 log 6 n + 7 digits. So 5 n is selfcondensable if 13 log 6 n + 7 ≤ ⌊log 10 5 n ⌋.
The floor function (= rounding down) makes the inequality a bit troublesome so instead we choose to work with n log 10 5 − 1 ≤ ⌊n log 10 5⌋ = ⌊log 10 5 n ⌋.
So when is 13 log 6 n + 7 ≤ n log 10 5 − 1?
The inequality is not true for small integers. This lemma is pretty good. But with a quick trick we can do better than n ≥ 53.
Lemma 7.3. 5 n is selfcondensable for n ≥ 24.
Proof. Just compare ⌊log 5 n ⌋ to the δ(n) table we made in the previous section.
We are ready now. We have approached the summit with toolery so far but the final ascent must be done free-climbing.
Theorem 7.4. 5 n is selfcondensable for all n ≥ 1.
Proof. The previous two lemmas cover everything except n = 1, 2, ..., 23. We condense these last values with our bare hands: Lastly, the case n = 1 is so simple it is hardly worth pointing out. To say that 5 is selfcondensable is really to say that 5 is 5.
Fewer Rules
"... Wanna see me do it again? " -Spongebob (as The Quickster ) "Hey Goku -why don't you try using some heavier weights? " -King Kai, Dragon Ball Z Once a difficult goal has been accomplished it is natural -and often very fun -to attempt the same goal with more difficulty by one's own choice. This is done by adding restrictions such as, for example, in competitive Rubiks cube solving. After mastering puzzle solving with hands some solvers restrict themselves to use only feet 9 . Similarly, many humans have managed to be shot out of cannons. But this is not difficult enough. Some humans have chosen to be shot out of cannons on fire 10 . And again, the first recorded summiting of Mt. Everest was 1953 using supplemental oxygen. Then in 1978, an expedition summited restricting themselves to only natural oxygen.
But do not think these extremeties are natural only to a weird minority. Children know better. No sooner has a child cannonballed into the pool then they are jumping in again -this time spinning, next with eyes closed, next from the taller diving board, and so on. The author is not sure what is the best articulation of such activity. One sometimes hears it called "pushing the limits" but that is not quite right. Very often, we are searching out and putting on limits like shoppers trying new outfits in the dressing room. Rather, we are "pushing" into chaos using limitation as a hatchet cutting out a path.
Every art -music, sports, mathematics, philosophy, animation, etc. -is therefore of a battle against chaos. Every discover and record is a push one inch further into the unknown. And we all know this already. It is contact with the boundary of chaos that causes us to rise to our feet cheering at say football games, rodeos, Olympic gymnastics, or competitive Smash Bros. The deepest appetite of the human soul is to conquer chaos and each of us does conquer -until we grow apathetic and forget how to be childish.
But one should check motive. There is always the temptation to push boundaries to show off or simply to irritate others. We must do our work for the high and hard duty ofour God help us -having fun.
We reached our summit in the previous section but did so with supplemental oxygen. We used 6 rules as we climbed and we now challenge ourselves to do without all six. And so we step into chaos. Some rules can be scrapped easily. For example, the most important use we made of division was turning equal digits into ones (ex. 7 7 = 1). But there is a workaround with subtraction and factorial since (7 − 7)! = 0! = 1. So having thrown division overboard, some δ(n) values might become bigger -but not terribly. At worst, we would need only do more cases by hand.
But can we scrap factorial? Yes. The really important use of factorial was turning zeros into ones. But we can workaround this with exponents since mathematicians are generally agreed 0 0 = 1. Once again, this will increase δ(n) values a bit. Most δ(n) values will double but the worst ones will perhaps only triple or quadruple. This is fine since Our proof relied on a linear function outrunning a logarithm. And quadrupling δ(n) will only slow the line down -and even the slowest line can outrun a logarithm. Scrapping rules is easy so far.
What about exponents? Can we scrap them? No -nothing is selfcondensable (well, except single digit numbers) if we do so. Our whole proof depended on using the exponentnature of 5 n . In general, whole numbers become too big and multiplication cannot catch up fast enough. For example, selfcondensing 1381 is impossible because the biggest target value we can manage is a measly (1 + 1) · 3 · 8 = 48.
There are two interesting sets of rules we should talk about though. 1) Imagine we can use the digits as many times as we want but can only use addition, subtraction, and multiplication a limited number of times. Here we have stumbled into the foothills of one of the harshest mountains in the mathematical landscape 11 . Suppose we are handed an arbitrary whole number and asked how many operations are needed to condense it from its digits. It turns out a formula or quick method to do this might give us a solution to the "P=NP" problem 12 -that notoriously difficult peak which seems to have no climbable faces. We are not climbing that mountain (not today at least).
2) We keep factorial and exponents in general but cannot use them to turn zeros into ones. In other words, the equations "0! = 1" and "0 0 = 1" are not allowed. Selfcondensability in general will be difficult since big numbers with lots of zeros like 120003000000000000000004 are almost certainly not selfcondensable. We therefore must show that there are not too many zeros in any power of 5. The first zero, for example, occurs at 5 8 = 390625 and the power with the largest percentage of zeros seems to be 5 45 = 28421709430404007434844970703125 in which about 22% of the digits are zero (every power up to 5 1000 was checked). We should give this case its own section.
A Dead End
We want to explore a particular restriction of our original six rules ans see if the powers of five can still be proven selfcondensable. We have scrapped some of our gear and want to know if the mountain can still be climbed. The restriction is zeros can no longer be made ones (either by factorial, 0! = 1, or by exponents, 0 0 = 1). Zeros must remain boring old zeros. The proof comes down to whether or not powers of five have too many zeros.
The goal seems obvious. If all digits are equally likely, shouldn't roughly 10% be zero? And shouldn't the other 90% of non-zero digits be enough to do our work? This appears the case for big powers at least. For example, 5 1430 has 1000 digits with the following count of each: The percentage of zeros in 5 n likely gets closer to 10% as n gets bigger. But likely is not synonomous with proven for mathematicians anymore than looking at a picture of a summit is the same as standing on it for a mountaineer. We must get our hands dirty before deciding the matter.
The author however failed to find a proof. The peak is very difficult with our restricted gear. We are forced to analyze the decimal representations of integer powers -something on which very little is known. The task is like attempting surgery on a creature no one knows the anatomy of. We are forced on a detour through an uncharted mountain range. One of the great mathematical alpiners, Paul Erdős, made some guesses about the digits of powers of 2. We still don't know if they are correct though many mathematicians have tried hard to find out -some with very sophisticated climbing gear 13 . But even if a summit cannot yet be reached, mathematicians still have fun guessing what the wildlife will look like once up top.
We will hike a route which appeared promising but dead ends. There is, at least, good scenery on the way. Hopefully a better climber will complete the route or discover a new one.
To find our trailhead, we play a game. How many zeros in a row can one find in powers of five? -any success? The first zero is in 5 8 = 390625, the first pair in 5 39 = 1818989403545856475830078125, the first 3-in-a-row in 5 67 = 67762635780344027125465800054371356964111328125 and the first 4-in-a-row in 5 228 . Can we find as many zeros in a row as we want? -or is there a limit? If a limit, we can reach the summit. Imagine, for example, no more than 4 zeros in a row ever appear. Then roughly 20% non-zero digits is guaranteed since in any 5 consecutive digits, at most 4 are zero. 20% is, of course, much lower than our original 90% estimate. But it is enough for a proof. Really any threshold besides 0% is enough.
But, as it turns out, no limit exists. One can find any amount of zeros in a row if only one looks far enough. And this we can prove. It will be messy though -but the best things usually are (such as chili or the birth of puppies). If we must get our hands dirty we may as well jump in the mud.
Perhaps Jargon
"Jargon, not argument, is your best ally" -C.S. Lewis, Screwtape Letters
Most embarrassingly, the author could not present this section without highly technical language -which is another way to say the author does not understand very well what they are saying. The reader's forgiveness is therefore requested if this section turns out only a demonstration of jargon.
We must make up words again. "S k " will mean "the kth digits, counting from the right, in powers of five". So for example, S 3 = (00003580358...) since 5 1 = 0005 5 2 = 0025 5 3 = 0125 5 4 = 0625 5 5 = 3125 5 6 = 15625 5 7 = 78125 5 8 = 390625 5 9 = 1953125 5 10 = 9765625 5 11 = 48828125 5 12 = ...
Similarly,
S 0 = (555...), S 1 = (0222...), S 2 = (001616...), and S 4 = (00000179562...).
Some (or all?) of the S k enter cycles. When this happens we use "C k " to mean "just the cycle of S k ". So C 0 = (5), C 1 = (2), C 2 = (16), and C 3 = (0358).
Let's also use "d n (k)" to mean "the kth digit of 5 n counting from the right". So we can rephrase the definition of S k in Mathlish as "S k = {d n (k)} ∞ n=0 ". In fact, the definition of d n (k) can be rephrased as "5 n = ∞ k=0 d n (k)10 k " -well, partially rephrased. To be complete we need also to communicate d n (k) is a single decimal digit by saying "0 ≤ d n (k) ≤ 9 for all n, k".
Lastly, we need a word to communicate whether a whole number is odd or even (called the number's parity usually). We use "P " and say P (x) = 0 when x is even and P (x) = 1 when x is odd.
With all that we are ready for the trail. We have really only been tying our shoelaces up until now. The first switchback is Lemma 10.1. The d n (k) all obey
Proof. This becomes obvious after an hour of pencil-and-paper multiplication, but we should prove it anyways. It is sad no better presentation could be quickly found besides this ugly equation.
We can rewrite a whole number in a way that breaks off its last digit as one breaks a square off a chocolate bar. For example, 945 = 5 + 94 · 10 or 1729 = 9 + 172 · 10. In general, given an integer x, we can rewrite it x = (x % 10) +
x 10 · 10.
This observation is all we need. The rest can be said in algebra: (5d n (k) % 10) + 5d n (k) 10 · 10 10 k = ∞ k=0 5P (d n (k))10 k + d n (k) 2 · 10 k+1
If the substitution of "5P (d n (k))" for "5d n (k) % 10" is confusing, note any integer x can be written x = 2m + P (x) for some integer m. Thus 5x % 10 = 5(2m + P (x)) % 10 = (10m + 5P (x)) % 10 = 5P (x).
This lemma is like a biologist's scalpel. We are ready to dissect S k . 
Proof. We induct k starting with k = 2.
Note d n (0) = 5 and d n (1) = 2 for n ≥ 2 (this can be proven rigorously inducting n with Lemma 10.1). Next inspect d n (2) and observe d 3 (2) = 1 since 5 3 = 125. Thus d n (2) therefore oscillates between 1 and 6 since 6 = 5P (1) + d n (1) 2 = 5 + 1 and 1 = 5P (6) + d n (1) 2 = 0 + 1.
Thus we have a cycle (a) starting at n = k + 1 = 3 (b) of length l = 2 k−1 = 2 (c) obeying d n+1 (2) = d n (2) ± 5 and (d) satisfying v 2 = A u = 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 ⊤ .
The inductive case is trickier. We must prove the theorem for k assuming it for k − 1. We should first simply convince ourselves S k cycles. by Lemma 10.1, S k cycles if any pair (d n (k), d n (k − 1)) occurs at two values of n. But the pair can only be one of 10 2 = 100 possible values and therefore recurs. And since d n (k) affects d n+1 (k) only by its parity, the length of C k must be either equal to or double the length of C k−1 .
Next we inspect where C k begins. Since it is assumed C k−1 starts by n = k with length 2 k−2 we are assured
And note d k (k) = 0 since 10 k > 5 k for k ≥ 1. Thus if d k+2 k−2 (k) is even, C k begins by n = k + 1 and is equal in length to C k−1 (so l = 2 k−2 ). If instead d k+2 k−2 (k) is odd, we claim d k+2 k−1 (k) is even and C k therefore still starts by n = k + 1 but is double the length of C k−1 (so l = 2 k−1 ). If follows from Lemma 10.1
Thus d n+1 (k) differs in parity from d n (k) exactly when d n (k − 1) is one of 2, 3, 6, or 7. d k+2 k−2 (k) is therefore odd only if C k−1 contains an odd count of 2's, 3's, 6's, and 7's. In which case, those same digits ensure d k+2 k−1 (k) is even. We must therefore prove C k−1 contains an odd count of 2's, 3's, 6's, and 7's for all k ≥ 2. At this point, part (d) of our assumption is needed. We analyze the orbit of u under A in F 10 2 and total up the 2nd 3rd, 6th, and 7th components:
The residues of v 3 and v 7 are equal. Therefore v k ≡ v k+4 mod 2 for all k ≥ 3 and v k−1 in our present case must drop to one of the 6 former residues, each of which has an odd total of 2's, 3's, 6's, and 7's.
It follows d k+2 k−2 (k) is odd, d k+2 k−1 (k) is even, and C k starts by n = k + 1 with length l = 2 k−1 . Parts (a) and (b) are proven.
We go on to (c) and (d) which both describe the content of C k . We must determine precisely which patterns C k inherits from C k−1 . Let's start by describing how exactly d n (k − 1) affects d n+1 (k). We can create a useful table from Lemma 10.1: This is actually enough information to determine precisely the contributions each digit of C k−1 makes to C k . Since C k is double the length of C k−1 , every entry of C k−1 makes exactly two contributions to C k . Further, each of the only two possible contributions (as described in the former table) are each made once. This is because the contribution depends on the parity of d n (k). And as was noted while proving parts (a) and (b), d k (k) and d k+2 k−2 (k) have different parity. That is enough for part (c). We now must wrap up part (d).
Every entry of C k makes two distinct contributions given in the former table. The entries of v k are therefore linear in those of v k−1 . The matrix A given in the theorem statement can be seen to follow from the table. The vector u is chosen simply for the correct initial condition and can therefore be interpreted as a consequence of C 1 = (2).
The theorem gives us more information than needed -meaning there are potential trails to the summit. But we were looking for zeros in a row. To get back on track we need Lemma 10.3. C k begins with at least ⌊k log k 10⌋ − k zeros.
Proof. This is really a fancy way of saying 10 k is bigger than 5 k . If d n (k) = 0 then 5 n < 10 k . Or equivalently, then n < k log 5 10. But since n is an integer we may write n ≤ ⌊k log 5 10⌋.
The theorem tells us C k begins by n = k + 1. The cycle must therefore start with ⌊k log 5 10⌋ − (k + 1) + 1 = ⌊k log 5 10⌋ − k zeros.
This finally gives us
Theorem 10.4. The amount of zeros in a row in 5 m+2 m +2 is non-decreasing and grows to infinity as m gets bigger.
Proof. C k , by the theorem, cycles with l = 2 k−1 by n = k + 1. Thus 5 k+1 and 5 k+1+2 k−1 have the same last k + 1 digits. 5 k+1 will contain a zero in the rth place if C k−r begins with at least r + 1 zeros -which, by the previous lemma, we are guaranteed to happen for any r by simply making k big enough. Substituting m = k − 1 gives the result (it looks a bit cleaner with m).
We should look at our results in the broad daylight before concluding. Both our goals have been reached (well -technically we reached one goal and found an interesting dead end to another). The powers of five have been proven selfcondensable with our original rules. Any amount of zeros in a row can be guaranteed to appear in the powers of five at some point. Give yourself a pat on the back.
The author wanted at first to fill this section with philosophy -with clever ideas slightly relevant to the preceding mathematics. They wanted to explain how true freedom is not a lack of restriction but is actually the selection of restriction. They would have said the best freedom consists of the funnest -and often strictest -rules.
The author wanted to point out how mystic language and jargon are indistinguishable at first glance -how prophets, mathematicians, poets, and theologians often get ideas into their heads so big spoken language is too small to fit them. They would have mentioned the strange affinity of mathematics for religious experience and insanity. The author would have mentioned Ramanujan, Grothendieck, Cantor, or Nash as examples. They would have quoted G.K. Chesterton to you:
"The poet only asks to get his head into the heavens. It is the logician who seeks to get the heavens into his head. And it is his head that splits." -Orthodoxy
They would have mentioned the theologian Thomas Aquinas who said of his work "it reminds me of straw ". They would have mentioned how great religious minds grappling with conceptual structures too large for their language are pushed back either into (1) paradox like Ezekiel:
"As I looked at the living creatures, I saw a wheel on the ground beside each creature with its four faces. This was the appearance and structure of the wheels: They sparkled like topaz, and all four looked alike. Each appeared to be made like a wheel intersecting a wheel." -Ezekiel 1:15-16 or (2) mysticism like John: " I will also give that person a white stone with a new name written on it, known only to the one who receives it." -Revelation 2:17 or (3) simply admit inability like Dante 14 :
" Had I a tongue in eloquence as rich, As is the colouring in fancy's loom, 'T were all too poor to utter the least part Of that enchantment." -Paradiso XXXI
The author would have drawn out from the similarity between mystic language and jargon interesting conclusions about how humans think. But they found these philosophical suspicions too difficult to explain and therefore leaves them as trailheads to the real hikers.
